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SUMMARY 
In Nevada’s Diamond Valley, unsustainable groundwater 
pumping has decreased the aquifer’s water level, raising 
irrigators’ pumping costs and threatening the viability 
of existing wells and springs. Continued extraction in 
excess of natural recharge will trigger a legally required 
curtailment of water rights in the valley, which was 
recently declared a critical management area (CMA). The 
extent of rights curtailment is not mandated, but it could 
be as high as 64%, the amount required to reach the 
estimated natural recharge rate.

The default policy for curtailment of water rights will 
occur according to the principle of prior appropriation, 
whereby rights are revoked in reverse order of their 
date of issuance. Rights granted most recently will be 
canceled first, and the revocation will proceed in order of 
increasing seniority until the government’s desired level 
of total water extraction is reached. Nevada law requires 
this intervention to occur within 10 years of the CMA 
declaration.

By law, irrigators and other stakeholders can propose 
alternative policies for reducing groundwater over-
extraction. Because sudden rights curtailment could have 
detrimental economic impacts, such policies are under 
discussion. This report analyzes the economic outcomes 
of sudden and alternative curtailment policies.

Using a hydro-economic model tailored to conditions in 
the region to examine alternative extraction scenarios, 
the analysis finds that, with no action, the depth to the 
water table will exceed 200 feet by 2045; with policy 
action, aquifer levels can be stabilized at 170–180 feet and 
at higher depths with more gradual curtailment. Across 
all policy scenarios, net agricultural profit is lowest under 
the default curtailment policy, and it increases with 
more gradual curtailment. Under curtailment, allowing 
parties to trade rights to extract water modestly increases 
economic benefits relative to no-trade alternatives.



EXECUTIVE	  SUMMARY	  
 
Introduction	  
The Diamond Valley is a relatively remote agricultural region of Nevada. The region’s primary economic 
activity is the production of high-quality Timothy hay and alfalfa, irrigated with groundwater extracted 
from the valley’s underlying aquifer. Groundwater pumping in the Diamond Valley is currently 
unsustainable. The rate of extraction is estimated to be approximately 93,000 acre-feet (AF) per year, 
which is well above the estimated sustainable level of 35,000 AF per year. Over-extraction is also 
longstanding; excessive pumping has caused a decline in the aquifer’s water level by some 100 feet since 
the 1960s. Today, decreasing aquifer levels are raising irrigators’ pumping costs and threatening the long-
term viability of existing wells and springs in the Diamond Valley. 
 
Continued extraction in excess of natural recharge will trigger a legally required curtailment of 
water rights. As required by state law in situations of severe over-extraction, the government of Nevada 
recently declared the Diamond Valley a critical management area (CMA). This designation indicates the 
government’s intention to reduce groundwater over-extraction by curtailing existing water rights. The 
extent of rights curtailment is not mandated, but it could be as high as 64%, the amount required to reach 
the estimated natural recharge rate. 
 
The default policy for curtailment of water rights will occur according to the principle of prior 
appropriation. Prior appropriation means that rights will be revoked in reverse order of their date of 
issuance. That is, the rights granted most recently—the most “junior” rights—will be canceled first, and 
the revocation will proceed in order of increasing seniority until the government’s desired level of total 
water extraction is reached. Nevada law requires this intervention to occur within 10 years of the CMA 
declaration. 
 
Alternative curtailment policies could be implemented. By law, irrigators and other stakeholders can 
propose alternative policies for reducing groundwater over-extraction. The state government is required to 
consider these alternative policies, should they be supported by a petition signed by a majority of existing 
rights holders. The potential for detrimental economic impacts from sudden curtailment has prompted 
discussion of such proposals among Diamond Valley irrigators. On the basis of these discussions, this 
report provides an analysis of the economic outcomes of sudden curtailment and of alternative 
curtailment policies for junior rights holders and for senior rights holders. 
 
Approach	  
The analysis presented here uses a hydro-economic model that simulates groundwater pumping levels, 
agricultural profits, and water rights transfers in the Diamond Valley under several possible policy 
alternatives. As inputs, the model employs detailed data on water rights, aquifer characteristics, and farm 
production and prices to determine the water use that maximizes agricultural profit (net benefit) under 
each policy alternative over a period of 30 years. Distributional changes are further shown for three types 
of rights holders: farmers with only senior rights, farmers with only junior rights, and farmers holding 
junior and senior rights (Table S1). The model does not reflect the costs of social disruptions (e.g., 
bankruptcies), monitoring, and legal challenges, and it doesn’t reflect the benefits of increased 
organization and liquidity in the local water rights market. 
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Table	  S1.	  Types	  of	  water	  rights	  holders	  in	  the	  Diamond	  Valley	  	  

Type	  of	  rights	  holder	   Description	   No.	  of	  rights	  holders	  

Senior	  only	  
Farmers	  holding	  only	  rights	  granted	  before	  May	  1960,	  at	  
which	  point	  the	  cumulative	  total	  reached	  the	  natural	  recharge	  
rate	  

9	  

Junior	  only	   Farmers	  holding	  only	  rights	  granted	  after	  May	  1960	   40	  

Junior	  and	  senior	   Farmers	  holding	  both	  junior	  and	  senior	  rights	   17	  

 
Six policy scenarios were considered, as detailed in Table S2. These policies vary according to 
curtailment method (prior appropriation or proportional shares), curtailment rate (suddenly after 10 
years, or gradually starting immediately), and allowance of rights trading. Scenario A is a no-action 
scenario that is not a viable option under Nevada law but that nonetheless provides a useful basis against 
which the other policies can be compared. Under the prior appropriation policy (scenarios B, C, and D), 
rights are curtailed in order of increasing seniority until use is reduced to a level equivalent to the natural 
recharge rate (35,000 AF per year). Under the proportional shares policies (scenarios E and F), different 
types of rights are converted into shares that are weighted according to seniority and that decline in value 
until use is again brought down to the level of natural recharge. Scenario B is the default policy that 
follows from CMA designation. 
 
It should be noted that while there are currently 135,000 AF of groundwater rights in the Diamond 
Valley, it is likely that significantly less is currently pumped, with an estimate of 87,500 AF per year 
assumed in this analysis.  Each of the scenarios B-F details a unique groundwater management strategy 
that reduces pumping from this current level to the estimated sustainable pumping rate of 35,000 AF per 
year.  Each strategy differs in terms of the timing and method of achieving this reduction (see Modeling 
Scenarios for more detail).    
 
Table	  S2.	  Policy	  scenarios	  for	  the	  analysis	  	  

Scenario	   Curtailment	  method	   Curtailment	  rate	   Trading	   Farmers	  affected	  by	  curtailment	  	  

A	   None	   N/A	   No	   Junior,	  mixed	  rights	  holders	  
B	   Prior	  appropriation	   Sudden	   No	   Junior,	  mixed	  rights	  holders	  
C	   Prior	  appropriation	   Sudden	   Yes	   Junior,	  mixed	  rights	  holders	  
D	   Prior	  appropriation	   Gradual	  3%/year	   Yes	   Junior,	  mixed	  rights	  holders	  
E	   Proportional	  sharesa	   Gradual	  3%/year	   Yes	   Junior,	  mixed	  rights	  holders	  
F	   Proportional	  sharesb	   Gradual	  3%/year	   Yes	   All	  rights	  holders	  

a	  Only	  junior	  rights	  are	  converted	  to	  shares.	  The	  most	  junior	  rights	  holder	  receives	  a	  share	  worth	  70	  percent (in AF) of his right. The 
“first”	  (most	  senior)	  junior	  rights	  holder	  receives	  a	  share	  worth	  100	  percent.	  
All	  rights	  are	  converted	  to	  shares.	  The	  most	  junior	  rights	  holder	  receives	  a	  share	  worth	  70	  percent	  (in	  AF)	  of	  his	  right.	  The	  most	  senior	  
right	  holder	  receives	  a	  share	  worth	  100	  percent.	  	  
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Findings	  
The analysis generates six policy-relevant results, which are summarized below and in Figure S1. 
Finding 1: With no action, the depth to the water table will continue to drop rapidly over the next 30 
years and would exceed 200 feet throughout the valley in 2045. In contrast, policy action can quickly 
stabilize aquifer levels at 170–180 feet; higher depths correspond with more gradual curtailment. 
Declining water levels would raise pumping costs and would lead to well abandonment or additional costs 
to sink deeper wells, both of which would decrease the competitiveness of Diamond Valley agriculture. 
Though the bottom of the aquifer is estimated to be about 300 feet, depletion beyond 200 feet cannot be 
predicted with much confidence using available data.  
 
Finding 2: Across all policy scenarios, the net agricultural profit is lowest under the default 
curtailment policy.  
Net present value (NPV) under the default sudden curtailment policy (scenario B) is about $245 million, 
38% less than the estimated $397 million under the no-action policy (scenario A), which nonetheless 
comes at the cost of a greatly depleted stock of groundwater. The NPV of senior rights holders under the 
default policy is $28.1 million, 2% higher than under the no-action policy. This benefit to senior rights 
holders stems from reduced pumping costs that come with a higher water table. The majority of the NPV 
decline due to sudden curtailment is borne by farmers holding only junior rights.  
 
Finding 3: Under curtailment, trade modestly increases economic benefits relative to no-trade 
alternatives. 
Benefits to trade are modest, increasing NPV to $271 million, an 11% increase relative to the default 
policy. These gains arise from trades of rights to wells/plots with lower pumping costs, and they are 
shared by all three types of rights holders. As irrigation measures have improved, many irrigators in the 
Diamond Valley have reduced their use and now own a surplus of water rights. Trade allows for 
additional pumping because these unused rights are made available to junior rights holders who have had 
their rights curtailed. Large gains from trade may be observed in a region with more variation in water use 
and cropping than the generally homogenous Diamond Valley. Evaluation of alternative cropping options 
has not been undertaken in the Diamond Valley but may reveal additional potential benefits from trade. 
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Figure	  S1.	  Net	  agricultural	  benefits	  accruing	  to	  junior,	  senior,	  and	  mixed	  rights	  holders	  under	  different	  
policy	  scenarios	  and	  groundwater	  levels	  in	  2045	  

 

 

Finding 4: Graduated curtailment is less costly than sudden curtailment because it allows for greater 
cumulative water extraction. 
If prior appropriation-based curtailment occurs gradually and is coupled with trading (Scenario D), the 
total NPV increases to $304 million, a 12% increase over the equivalent scenario with sudden curtailment 
(C). This benefit arises because junior rights holders with lower pumping costs maintain their rights over 
a longer period of time. The final water table level is somewhat reduced due to this additional pumping. 
 
Finding 5: Proportional shares policies modestly increase economic benefits relative to prior 
appropriation. The specific conversion formula for rights has important distributional effects. 
A change from prior appropriation to proportional shares for junior rights holders only (Scenario E) 
produces a modest NPV increase to $309 million, a 2% increase over the equivalent scenario (D) with 
prior appropriation. This benefit comes from some junior rights holders with lower pumping costs 
maintaining their pumping rights over a longer period of time. Conversion of all rights to shares 
according to the formula for Scenario F (see notes for Table S2) further increases NPV to $310 million, a 
<1% increase relative to Scenario E. The differences in the distribution of benefits between junior rights 
holders and senior rights holders are very different under scenarios E and F, however.  
 
Finding 6: Proportional shares policies increase the number of farms likely to remain in business. 
In line with the differences in the final distribution of benefits across different groups of rights holders, 
the proportional shares system under Scenario F would help to maintain the viability of an increased 
number of Diamond Valley farms, because junior rights holders would not have their rights fully curtailed 
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(Figure S2). While quantifying the wider economic benefits of more farms is beyond the scope of this 
analysis, it seems reasonable to expect that these benefits could contribute to increased economic vitality 
in the Diamond Valley. 
 
Figure	  S2.	  Total	  operating	  wells,	  by	  irrigator	  type	  (a)	  under	  policies	  of	  sudden	  curtailment	  plus	  trading	  
(Scenario	  C)	  and	  (b)	  gradual	  reduction	  and	  shares-‐based	  trading	  (Scenario	  F),	  2016–2045.	  

 

 

INTRODUCTION	  AND	  BACKGROUND	  
The Diamond Valley is a relatively remote, arid-area irrigation district in Eureka County in central 
Nevada with a county population of approximately 2,000 (NACO 2015). The primary economic activity 
in the Diamond Valley is the cropping of hay and alfalfa, irrigated with groundwater extracted from the 
valley’s underlying aquifer (HEC 2014). Irrigated area and groundwater extraction expanded rapidly in 
the 1950s and has remained relatively constant at a level considerably higher than the natural recharge 
rate ever since. This high rate of pumping has resulted in large and ongoing decreases of 2 to 3 feet per 
year in the aquifer level (NDWR 2015; Young et al. 2015). Since the 1960s, the total decrease is up to 
100 feet, with considerable variation across the basin (NDWR 2015; Knochenmus et al. 2011). The 
environmental and economic implications of this decrease have prompted discussion between irrigators 
and the Nevada state government about potential mitigating options for returning groundwater extraction 
to sustainable levels (NDWR 2014).  
 
In August 2015, the Nevada state engineer declared the Diamond Valley a critical management area 
(CMA) (NDWR 2015).1 As described in Nevada state legislation, this declaration indicates the 
government’s formal concern regarding groundwater over-extraction in the basin, and it sets in motion a 
process to address the problem.2 Given the rate of extraction and the legislated requirements, action on the 
CMA declaration could involve a large (as much as 64%) curtailment of existing water rights, which is 
                                                        
1	  The	  state	  engineer	  is	  also	  the	  head	  of	  the	  Nevada	  Division	  of	  Water	  Resources	  within	  the	  Nevada	  Department	  of	  Conservation	  
and	  Natural	  Resources.	  
2	  The	  key	  legislation	  governing	  groundwater	  rights	  and	  use	  are	  Nevada	  revised	  statutes	  §	  533	  and	  §	  534.	  These	  statutes	  are	  
components	  of	  the	  1939	  Nevada	  Underground	  Water	  Act,	  which	  empowers	  the	  Office	  of	  the	  State	  Engineer	  to	  make	  
regulations	  to	  ensure	  beneficial	  use,	  to	  prevent	  waste,	  and	  to	  prevent	  contamination	  of	  groundwater.	  
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expected to take place in 10 years (2025) (NDWR 2015). As is typical in many western U.S. states, 
curtailment would begin with the most junior rights (i.e., those most recently granted) and would proceed 
in order of seniority (NDWR 2014; Nev. Rev. Stat. § 534.110) until the required cut is achieved. In the 
absence of any regulatory action, the aquifer level would continue to decrease, leading to increased 
groundwater pumping costs, an eventual reduction in irrigation, and a reduction in the flow of several 
springs and wetlands (Tumbusch and Plume 2006; NDWR 2014). 
 
Legislation (Nev. Rev. Stat. § 534.037) permits the community to propose alternative means to return 
groundwater use to more sustainable levels. Institutional innovations, alternative curtailment regimes, or 
both could reduce the economic costs expected to occur under the default CMA regulation of sudden 
rights curtailment. A number of Diamond Valley irrigators have proposed such alternative curtailment 
regimes as well as provisions for new intra-aquifer groundwater trading and banking (Eureka 
Conservation District 2015). These proposals are consistent with a blueprint for a transition to a shares-
based resource regime set out in Young et al. (2015).  
 
This report provides a hydrologic and economic assessment of several of the proposed alternatives by 
modeling Diamond Valley groundwater levels, agricultural profits, and profit distributions under different 
water extraction regimes across basin locations. The analysis is based on a model that is calibrated at the 
individual well level within the Diamond Valley, allowing assessment of the distribution of financial 
impacts across irrigators as well as overall net benefits under different scenarios. This report describes the 
physical and institutional context to which the modeling pertains and explains the model structure before 
presenting results. 
 
Groundwater	  in	  the	  Diamond	  Valley	  
The Diamond Valley lies at the hydrological terminus of an interconnected regional flow system 
comprising five hydrographic areas: Monitor, Antelope, Kobeh, Diamond Valley, and Stevens Basin. The 
Diamond Valley has an area of 3,120 square miles. Water flow occurs along ephemeral surface streams 
and contributes to subsurface groundwater flow (Knochenmus et al. 2011). The system is isolated, both 
hydrologically and administratively, neither feeding into further catchments nor crossing state borders. 
Annual precipitation averages 10 inches but is highly variable (Western Regional Climate Center 2005). 
	  
Extraction	  and	  Recharge	  
Groundwater provides the vast majority of water resources throughout the interconnected system, and it is 
used for agricultural, domestic, mining, and livestock water supply (Tumbusch and Plume 2006). 
Agricultural irrigation accounts for 95% of total use (Table 1). Two crops are produced in the valley: 
high-quality timothy hay and alfalfa, both of which are irrigated with center-pivot systems and harvested 
two to three times per year.  
 
Due to lack of metering, the amount of groundwater used by Diamond Valley irrigators is not known 
precisely. But estimates based on crop area statistics and water levels suggest that between 72,236 and 
93,300 AF were extracted in 2014 (NDWR 2015; NDWR 2014). Domestic water use is negligible due to 
a very low population: the largest town in the basin, Eureka, has a population of approximately 600.  
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Table	  1.	  Total	  groundwater	  rights	  committed	  in	  the	  Diamond	  Valley.	   

Manner	  of	  use	   Acre	  feet	  committed	   Percent	  of	  total	  

Irrigation	  	   124,700	  	   95.0	  
Mining	  and	  milling	  	   3,300	  	   2.5	  	  
Commercial,	  domestic,	  municipal,	  and	  quasi-‐municipal	  	   2,300	  	   2.0	  	  
Livestock	  water	  	   850	  	   0.5	  	  

Total	  Groundwater	  Rights	  	   131,150	  	   100	  

Source:	  NDWR	  (2014).	  
Note:	  Estimated	  pumping	  volumes	  (i.e.,	  share	  of	  rights	  used)	  are	  estimated	  to	  be	  considerably	  lower	  in	  the	  case	  of	  irrigation.	  
 
The U.S. Geological Survey estimates the Diamond Valley Basin’s perennial groundwater yield to be 
approximately 35,000 acre feet per year (NDWR 2015; Harrill 1968).3 The difference between the 
perennial yield and the current high rate of extraction has led to a large and ongoing decrease in 
groundwater levels ( 
Figure 1).  
	  

Figure	  1:	  Water	  table	  levels	  between	  1961	  and	  2012	  for	  four	  USGS	  monitoring	  stations	  in	  the	  Diamond	  
Valley.	  

 

Data	  source:	  USGS	  (	  2016).	  

 
Reconciling current extraction and the perennial yield would require an estimated 64% total reduction 
relative to 2015 extraction levels (NDWR 2014).4 The timeframe over which reductions occur (i.e., the 
                                                        
3	  The	  perennial	  yield	  is	  the	  maximum	  amount	  of	  groundwater	  that	  can	  be	  extracted	  each	  year	  without	  leading	  to	  long-‐term	  
depletion	  of	  the	  groundwater	  reservoir.	  The	  perennial	  yield	  is	  usually	  limited	  to	  the	  maximum	  amount	  of	  natural	  discharge.	  
4	  The	  long-‐term	  sustainable	  extraction	  level	  may	  remain	  above	  the	  perennial	  yield	  because	  of	  secondary	  recharge	  –	  water,	  
which	  is	  applied	  to	  crops	  but	  drains	  below	  the	  reach	  of	  crop	  roots	  and	  returns	  to	  the	  basin.	  
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amount of time to fully implement a reduction of a given size), and of course the size of the reduction 
itself, will jointly determine the level at which the aquifer stabilizes. For a given reduction, a relatively 
gradual reduction schedule will take longer to halt the aquifer decline and will leave the aquifer at a lower 
level. Timeframes for reductions proposed by the state engineer range from 10 years under the default 
one-time curtailment scenario to 25 years under alternative gradual curtailment scenarios, using 2015 as a 
baseline.  
 
Groundwater	  Management	  in	  the	  Diamond	  Valley	  
Appropriated Diamond Valley groundwater is currently divided among 401 rights held by 110 legal 
interests (Young et al. 2015). Most farms in the Diamond Valley draw on a mixture of junior and senior 
rights. As is common across the western United States, the principle of prior appropriation governs 
(through legislation) the granting and adjudication of water rights in Nevada (Harrison 2001; Bryner and 
Purcell 2003). Prior appropriation requires that more senior rights are granted a higher priority of water 
allocation in times of shortage; preexisting rights are thus protected as new water use permits are granted. 
Rights are specified as an entitlement to take an annually specified quantity of water rather than a share of 
what is available in a given period (DNCR 2015). At least some of the alternatives to curtailment of water 
rights could deviate, to some extent, from the principle of prior appropriation, which is followed under the 
CMA default process. Analyzing the distributional consequences of such potential institutional changes is 
a key objective of this report.  
 
A related, common principle is beneficial use, which calls for application of extracted groundwater to 
purposes deemed beneficial by the state government or by the courts (Toll 2011). In Nevada, such 
beneficial uses include irrigation, mining, stock watering, recreation, commercial, industrial, and 
municipal uses. Speculation with water rights is not considered beneficial (DNCR 2015). Failure to “use 
beneficially all or any part of the underground water for the purpose for which the right is acquired or 
claimed” for five consecutive years can theoretically result in forfeiture of part or all of that right—that is, 
the compulsory reacquisition of the water right by the state—on the basis of the extent of the nonuse 

(Nev. Rev. Stat. § 534.090). This treatment stands in contrast to the treatment of the use of surface waters 
in Nevada, which are no longer subject to forfeiture following legislative amendment (Harrison 2001; 
Nev. Rev. Stats. § 533.060). Both surface and groundwater rights are reclaimed by the state in cases of 
abandonment, when a rights holder has no intention to further use a right (Harrison 2001; NDWR 2013). 
However, the principle of beneficial use, in particular forfeiture, appears to be weakly enforced, if at all, 
in the Diamond Valley. 
 
A third important component of groundwater management in Nevada is the right to trade water 
independently of land (i.e. groundwater rights are “severable”) (DNCR 2015). This right applies both to 
complete and partial water rights (i.e., a parcel of water rights may be divided); however, partial rights 
sales are very rare in the Diamond Valley due to a shortage of land.5 More broadly, water trading is an 
increasingly popular policy tool for managing water scarcity in surface and groundwater systems. 
Prominent examples of trading in surface water include Australia’s Murray Darling Basin (Grafton and 
Horne 2014; Wheeler et al. 2010) and numerous basins in Chile (Bauer 2004) and the western United 
                                                        
5	  Much	  land	  in	  the	  Diamond	  Valley	  is	  owned	  by	  the	  federal	  government	  (Bureau	  of	  Land	  Management)	  and	  is	  thus	  unavailable	  
for	  cropping,	  and	  conveyance	  of	  water	  to	  more	  distant,	  available	  land	  is	  costly,	  preventing	  expansion	  of	  farming	  operations	  in	  a	  
way	  that	  might	  otherwise	  create	  demand	  for	  water	  rights	  independently	  of	  land	  sales.	  
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States (Saliba 1987; Brookshire et al. 2004). Groundwater trading is less common, but it occurs in the 
Edwards aquifer of Texas (Voteller et al. 2011; Debaere 2014) and in the Murray Darling Basin (O’Keefe 
2011). The development of water trading and other innovations in the types and means of permitted 
transfers has often been motivated by drought or, in the case of groundwater, by decreasing aquifer levels 
(Kaiser and Philips 1998).  
 
Water rights trading has the potential to increase the economic efficiency of water use, particularly under 
conditions of scarcity (which may be created by physical limits or by a government- or community-
specified cap on water extractions), if water rights are well defined and easily exchanged (Debaere et al. 
2014). Trading may improve economic efficiency through the reallocation of water across sectors (Vaux 
and Howitt 1984; Lund and Israel 1995; Knapp et al. 2002) or regions (Hadjigeorgalis 2009), moving 
water toward uses of relatively higher marginal economic value (Saliba 1987). Water prices that arise 
from trading markets also create dynamic incentives for efficiency improvements (Chong and Sunding 
2006; Thobani 1997). These characteristics of water markets have the potential to reduce the economic 
cost of transitioning from an uncapped system (where over-extraction occurs) to a capped system (where 
extraction is by necessity limited), as is proposed for the Diamond Valley. However, the efficiency 
benefits of markets may be constrained by transaction costs, physical limits, and property rights 
deficiencies, and they may impose third-party costs such as environmental impacts due to increased 
incentives for extraction.6 These efficiency benefits may also lead to reductions in employment in areas 
that export water rights for use elsewhere (Easter et al. 1999; Lund and Israel 1995).7 These effects must 
be balanced against the potential gains from trades. 
 
Potential changes to the water rights system in the Diamond Valley are thought to be possible under the 
provisions of existing legislation. The relevant framework is a provision for the designation of 
groundwater basins as areas of active management (AAMs), or as critical management areas (CMAs). 
The former designation indicates that the affected basin requires “particularly close” monitoring and 
regulation due to suspected groundwater over-extraction. The more severe CMA designation may be 
applied when groundwater withdrawals consistently exceed the perennial yield of the basin, as is the case 
for the Diamond Valley. As described above, areas determined to be CMAs for 10 or more consecutive 
years may face forced withdrawal restrictions, with more junior water rights curtailed first. The exact size 
and schedule of these cuts is not specified in the legislation.8 Ideally, these cuts would result in pumping 

                                                        
6	  Environmental	  impacts	  may	  occur	  if	  previously	  unused	  water	  rights	  (“sleeper	  rights”)	  are	  sold	  and	  thus	  utilized	  when	  trading	  is	  
implemented,	  thereby	  increasing	  water	  use	  without	  increasing	  the	  amount	  of	  water	  rights.	  
7	  A	  further	  challenge	  of	  transitioning	  to	  market-‐based	  allocation	  is	  stranded	  capital,	  whereby	  assets,	  installed	  under	  previous	  
allocation	  regimes	  go	  underutilized	  due	  to	  market-‐facilitated	  water	  transfers	  to	  other	  locations.	  However,	  this	  problem	  is	  
relatively	  unlikely	  in	  groundwater	  trading.	  	  
8	  Nev.	  Rev.	  Stat.	  §	  534.110	  (Section	  7)	  states:	  
The	  State	  Engineer:	  
May	  designate	  as	  a	  critical	  management	  area	  any	  basin	  in	  which	  withdrawals	  of	  groundwater	  consistently	  exceed	  the	  perennial	  
yield	  of	  the	  basin.	  
Shall	  designate	  as	  a	  critical	  management	  area	  any	  basin	  in	  which	  withdrawals	  of	  groundwater	  consistently	  exceed	  the	  perennial	  
yield	  of	  the	  basin	  upon	  receipt	  of	  a	  petition	  for	  such	  a	  designation	  which	  is	  signed	  by	  a	  majority	  of	  the	  holders	  of	  certificates	  or	  
permits	  to	  appropriate	  water	  in	  the	  basin	  that	  are	  on	  file	  in	  the	  Office	  of	  the	  State	  Engineer.	  
The	  designation	  of	  a	  basin	  as	  a	  critical	  management	  area	  pursuant	  to	  this	  subsection	  may	  be	  appealed	  pursuant	  to	  NRS	  
533.450.	  If	  a	  basin	  has	  been	  designated	  as	  a	  critical	  management	  area	  for	  at	  least	  10	  consecutive	  years,	  the	  State	  Engineer	  shall	  
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levels equal to the aquifer’s sustainable yield, although for a range of practical reasons, limits may be set 
considerably higher (motivating modeling of a range of options). 
 
Figure	  2:	  A	  schematic	  representation	  of	  the	  stakeholders	  involved	  in	  groundwater	  management	  in	  
Nevada	  (status	  quo) 

 

 

There exist multiple mechanisms through which local communities can participate in, and influence, the 
state’s groundwater management decisions. Most importantly, once a groundwater resource has been 
defined as a critical management area, local groundwater rights-holders may submit a groundwater 
management plan (GWMP) that proposes steps for returning groundwater withdrawals to a sustainable 
level (from, for example, withdrawals leading to a CMA designation) (Nev. Rev. Stat. § 534.0.37). The 
GWMP may be adopted by the state engineer if considered adequate according to legislated criteria. This 
mechanism provides a legal means for alternative groundwater plans that differ from the default sudden 
curtailment policy. Should an alternative plan be approved and enacted,  county commissioners are to 
collect fees from groundwater users to cover administrative costs (passed on to the state engineer), and, in 
some cases, a local groundwater board may be formed to provide groundwater management advice to the 
state engineer (Figure 2).  
 
Alternative	  Water	  Rights	  Systems	  	  	  
A group representing the majority of Diamond Valley irrigators has proposed alternative schedules of cuts 
that would be phased in (Eureka Conservation District 2015; NDWR 2014), as allowed by legislation 
(Nev. Res. Stat. § 534.037). Rather than curtailing some rights (i.e., junior rights) in their entirety, these 
alternative proposals would see some or all rights converted to water “shares.”9 Water shares would 

                                                        
order	  that	  withdrawals,	  including,	  without	  limitation,	  withdrawals	  from	  domestic	  wells,	  be	  restricted	  in	  that	  basin	  to	  conform	  to	  
priority	  rights,	  unless	  a	  groundwater	  management	  plan	  has	  been	  approved	  for	  the	  basin	  pursuant	  to	  NRS	  534.037.	  
9	  Junior	  rights	  are	  those	  granted	  most	  recently.	  Henceforth	  in	  this	  report,	  junior	  rights	  specifically	  refers	  to	  those	  rights	  granted	  
after	  May	  18,	  1960—the	  date	  after	  which	  rights	  to	  groundwater	  extraction	  in	  the	  Diamond	  Valley	  exceeded	  the	  aquifer’s	  
sustainable	  yield	  (NDWR	  2014).	  Senior	  rights,	  those	  issued	  prior	  to	  this	  date,	  are	  those	  “with	  priority.”	  These	  rights	  would	  not	  
be	  affected	  by	  the	  default	  CMA	  policy	  response	  of	  a	  one-‐time	  rights	  curtailment	  to	  restore	  extraction	  to	  the	  sustainable	  yield	  
amount.	  
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represent an entitlement to a fraction of the basin’s total available water, rather than to a fixed quantity of 
water. The basin’s total available water quantity would be an amount chosen by the irrigator community 
(and approved by the state engineer) at the start of the program, and it would decrease each year. The 
long-term goal would be to reduce total net use to the perennial yield amount (i.e., to 35,000 acre feet per 
year).10 The cost of the total extraction reduction would thus be more evenly distributed across rights 
holders relative to a one-time rights curtailment, and it would be imposed over a longer period of time. 
This shares-based proposal has similarities with the water management system used in Australia’s Murray 
Darling Basin (Young 2014). 
 
One version of this plan would see only junior shares curtailed, at a gradual rate scaled by the date of the 
right’s issuance. Thus a junior right issued in 1960 would have a claim to a greater water share than a 
junior right issued in 1990. In contrast to the status quo, junior rights holders would not lose their right 
entirely at the time of curtailment (i.e., at the 10 year mark), but would instead experience additional 
years of phased reduction in pumping rights. Another version would see all rights (senior and junior) 
converted to shares which scaled down pumping allocations over time (although again with greater 
declines for more junior rights holders). This plan would involve a reduction in the rights of senior rights 
holders (i.e., those holding the first 35,000 rights issued). It faces the obvious challenge of running 
directly counter to the established system of prior appropriation.  
 
Implementing one of these specific proposals, or any other, through a formal GWMP would require 
majority agreement among Diamond Valley irrigators (i.e., stated support through a petition from a 
majority of rights holders). Key points for negotiation would be the specific size and priority of 
reductions, which would also require the approval of the state engineer. Agreement on a GWMP would 
put the CMA designation for the one-time water rights curtailment planned for 2025 on hold. Under any 
“sharing” scenario, a local authority (e.g., a groundwater board) would need to allocate groundwater 
quantities to each share in each season according to the GWMP (and with respect to any seasonal 
variation). This authority (or perhaps the Office of the State Engineer) would need to monitor water use 
(which would require the installation of new meters), maintain water accounts, and penalize overuse. 
Shares could be designed to be “bankable,” such that water not used in one season could be extracted and 
used in following seasons. The local authority would monitor this practice as well as manage the trading 
of shares (shares would likely be tradable in full or in part). To make it possible to implement any version 
of the plans under consideration, it is essential that all use be metered and a formal water accounting 
system and penalties for over-use of ground water enforced. A possible institutional arrangement resulting 
from such a proposal is depicted in   

                                                        
10	  Total	  groundwater	  extraction	  is	  the	  net	  of	  estimated	  return	  flows	  through	  infiltration	  below	  the	  root	  zone.	  
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Figure 3. 
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Figure	  3:	  A	  schematic	  representation	  of	  potential	  stakeholders	  involved	  in	  groundwater	  management	  
under	  a	  tradeable	  shares-‐type	  arrangement,	  as	  proposed	  for	  the	  Diamond	  Valley	  

 

 

Study	  Methods	  
This report presents benefit-cost analysis of scenarios that are designed to assist stakeholders in 
understanding the economic tradeoffs across policy options available in the Diamond Valley. Benefit-cost 
analysis is a systematic process for calculating and comparing the economic benefits and costs of project 
or policy alternatives and is used to guide selections among competing options. As is the case in this 
report, a cost-benefit analysis may include analysis of the distribution of those costs and benefits among 
different stakeholders. 
 
This analysis calculates costs and benefits using a hydro-economic model , which mathematically 
integrates essential features of the spatially distributed groundwater resource, the water rights institutional 
structure, and profit-maximizing decisions by farmers.11 Within the model, water allocations among 
farmers are driven by the marginal economic value of water, determined on the basis of crop production 
functions, as well as by the cost of putting water to use (largely a function of depth to groundwater). The 
behavior of agents (i.e., farmers) is captured by their efforts to maximize a profit function subject to 
institutional and physical constraints. The model is specified at the scale of the individual well, whereby 
each well is linked to a specific Diamond Valley landholder, and whereby each well is assumed to 
correspond to an irrigated plot. Agricultural production and quantity of extracted groundwater is allowed 
to vary on the basis of irrigator decisions, with linkages between aquifer level and pumping activity 
maintained throughout. The aquifer level, which dictates water availability and cost, varies spatially 
across the study area and varies temporally due to both seasonal drawdown (local use) and annual 
drawdown (basin-wide use). The model is calibrated using Diamond Valley well pumping data from 1960 
to 2013 and farmer-level production and prices obtained from the Diamond Valley Producer’s 

                                                        
11	  See	  Harou	  et	  al.	  (2009)	  for	  an	  overview	  of	  hydro-‐economic	  models.	  
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Cooperative. It does not include water use by domestic water users or the mining industry which is 
thought to use less than 5% of the total resource. 
 
The status quo regulation condition for the Diamond Valley is assumed to be the default one-time 
curtailment of groundwater rights to sustainable levels (35,000 AF per year) based on the rules of prior 
appropriation. The key institutional innovations/features evaluated are two regimes of gradual (rather than 
one-time) curtailment of water rights, in the form of shares, as well as the ability to trade the annual 
pumping allocations granted by these shares. Water trading is already permitted in the Diamond Valley. 
In practice, however, the lack of additional land made available for agricultural uses has limited the extent 
to which water rights are currently traded in the Diamond Valley. Scenarios with and without trading are 
included in the analysis to assess the benefits derived from this activity.  
 
Modeling	  Approach	  
The Diamond Valley hydro-economic model evaluates the net economic benefits of three policy scenarios 
that impose basin-wide extraction limits on irrigation pumping. An optimization model allocates pumping 
at the individual well level to maximize the net benefits from irrigation in the basin. Each well is linked to 
a current water rights holder in the region. Rights holders may own more than one well in the basin. 
Irrigation plots associated with all the wells owned by an individual rights holder are aggregated into a 
“farm.”  The model’s solution to total farm-level pumping is used to determine how many water rights are 
purchased or sold by a rights holder in order to create a farm-level balance of pumping and water rights. 
Benefit calculations, including operating profits from agricultural production and the sale/purchase of 
allocations, are evaluated at the farm level. Rights, as they are currently distributed, do not reflect optimal 
well-level pumping, suggesting that allocation trading could benefit the region under the conditions of 
greater scarcity that are likely to occur in the future. The hydro-economic model uses data on the 
distribution of rights among well owners to evaluate net profits under different management regimes, with 
due consideration to the spatial and temporal disparities in aquifer level across individual wells.  
 
Some terms are used frequently throughout the description of the methods and results and are defined 
here: 
 

•   Plot—An individual 160-acre parcel of land, typically square in shape. The circle irrigation 
systems used throughout the Diamond Valley allow for 125 acres of each 160-acre plot to be 
irrigated. Each plot is associated with an individual well. 

•   Farm—A collection of plots owned by an individual irrigator. Irrigators in the Diamond Valley 
often own more than one plot of land, and their rights can be transferred to any of their plots. 
Well ownership data are used to aggregate the plots (each of which is associated with a unique 
well). 

•   Water right parcel—Water rights are granted to rights holders in parcels. Each parcel has a 
unique priority date, right volume, and owner. Rights holders may own more than one parcel. 

•   Rights holder—Water rights parcels are aggregated by owner. Each unique owner of a water right 
parcel is considered a rights holder, who can own more than one right. Rights holders can be tied 
to one or more wells (and their associated plots) through well ownership data. Each rights holder 
is assumed to own one farm. 
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•   Operating profit—Revenue associated with the sale of crops grown at an individual plot (Table 
4), less the operating costs at that plot (Table 2). Operating profit is calculated at the scale of an 
individual plot. 

•   Net benefit—Operating profit at all plots associated with the farm of an individual rights holder, 
plus the revenues from sales or costs from purchasing water rights/pumping allocations through 
trading. Net benefit is calculated at the scale of an individual rights holder. Net benefits do not 
account for any metering/transaction costs associated with a specific policy. 

	  
Data	  
Nearly all irrigation in the Diamond Valley occurs through center pivot systems that can irrigate a circular 
area of 125 acres on each (square) 160-acre plot. Rights in the region were granted based on flood 
irrigation technology that enabled irrigators to apply 4 AF/acre over the entire 160 acre plot. With current 
center pivot irrigation systems, actual pumping is generally thought to be significantly lower than the 
current pumping rights owned in the Diamond Valley (135,000 AF). 
 
In the model each irrigated plot is associated with data from one of 200 irrigation wells that can be 
associated with an irrigator in the region. Pumping is calculated at each individual well. Water right 
parcels are not associated with a particular well, but rather with an individual rights holder, who may also 
own multiple wells. Pumping is then aggregated for each rights holder to integrate it into a water rights 
trading regime. To calculate net benefits, the Diamond Valley hydro-economic model combines detailed 
data on water rights ownership, along with the location of and depth to groundwater at each irrigation 
well, with historical aquifer measurements, crop budgets, management practices, and crop prices. 
 
Groundwater	  Table	  Data	  
The depth to the water table in the Diamond Valley aquifer is modeled to vary across space (with a clear 
north to south gradient) and time (gradual drawdown based on pumping levels). Drawdown in the model 
is calibrated by combining a 50-year historical record of aquifer depth data at four locations across the 
Diamond Valley with 179 USGS wells that provide a more detailed spatial representation of recent 
aquifer depths (Figure 4A). Using this information, a linear regression based on well latitude and 
longitude is used to estimate the groundwater table depth at every irrigation well in the valley. Lack of 
metering in the basin makes historical pumping estimates difficult to obtain, but the historical water-level 
data (Figure 1) reveals a roughly constant rate of change throughout much of the record. As such, the 
longer time series data from the four wells (Figure 1) is used to estimate a linear relationship between 
total consumptive pumping and aquifer drawdown. The spatial variation is included because the aquifer 
has fallen at different rates in different parts of the valley over the historical period, with the steepest 
declines in the central-southern portion of the aquifer, where a majority of the irrigation wells are located. 
An approximation for net consumptive pumping is obtained on the basis of data from experiments 
conducted by the DVPC (discussed below), which suggest that the evapotranspiration (ET) requirements 
for Diamond Valley crops reach 3 AF per acre and that any additional irrigation is returned to the aquifer 
through infiltration.  
 
Water table depths at each well also change intra-annually as seasonal irrigation pumping increases the 
“cone of depression” around each well. Data loggers at a select number of irrigation wells in the Diamond 
Valley record daily groundwater table depths during the irrigation season and show water tables dropping 
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an average of 20 feet per year during that season (April–October) before rebounding during the non-
irrigation season. Recent data suggest a relationship between pumping and intra-annual drawdown, but  
single-well data are too scarce to determine a precise relationship. In lieu of detailed data, the model 
assumes a constant relationship between pumping and intra-annual drawdown; that relationship is based 
on 20 feet of drawdown under typical pumping levels (3.5 AF per acre on a 125-acre field). Neighbor 
effects are not considered, meaning that the intra-annual drawdown at a given well is unaffected by 
pumping at wells on adjacent properties. 
 
Figure	  4:	  Location	  of	  USGS	  monitoring	  wells	  (a)	  and	  irrigation	  wells	  (b)	  with	  depth	  to	  well	  bottom	  in	  
the	  Diamond	  Valley	  

 

 

Future groundwater levels, both inter- and intra-annual, are then estimated using these linear relationships 
between total pumping (minus infiltrated recharge from irrigation) and the rate of change in the water 
table at a given well. Although a simplified “water budget” model of groundwater recharge and discharge 
is not appropriate for many groundwater systems (Bredehoeft et al. 1982), it is appropriate for the 
Diamond Valley aquifer because the aquifer is a terminal basin. As such, changes to the aquifer level over 
the ranges considered by this study are not likely to significantly affect natural recharge.  
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Rights	  Holder	  Data	  
All groundwater rights held by Diamond Valley irrigators are included in the analysis, including 
groundwater rights recently granted to surface water irrigators to compensate them for depletion of 
groundwater-fed springs. Compensating rights granted to the Sadler Ranch, currently the subject of 
litigation, are also included in the model. Each water right issued in the Diamond Valley has a unique 
priority date, duty (volume), and owner (Figure 5). Water rights are documented (but not aggregated) by 
rights holder so that each rights holder has a portfolio of water rights with different priority dates. 
Ownership indexing in the data acquired from local authorities is not standardized; for example, rights 
ownership for individual rights parcels could be listed as “John and Jane Doe,” “The Doe Family,” or 
“Doe, John, and Doe, Barry.” To ensure that water rights can be associated with all potential irrigation 
wells with the same owners, those rights are organized by the listed surname. This approach, which yields 
66 individual rights holders, may incorrectly combine rights owned by financially independent 
generations of the same family (which do exist, at some level, in the Diamond Valley). Nonetheless, 
personal communications with local irrigators indicate that this number of active rights holders in the 
valley is consistent with the estimated number of local irrigators.  
 
Figure	  5.	  Cumulative	  water	  rights	  issued	  in	  the	  Diamond	  Valley	  by	  priority	  date	  

 

 

Irrigation	  Well	  Data	  
Well records show 200 irrigation wells in the Diamond Valley that can be considered operational (well 
depth >150 feet) and linked to water rights owners (Figure 5). Each well is associated with a 160-acre plot 
of land and is defined by a latitude and longitude, a maximum depth, and an owner. The latitude and 
longitude at each well are used to compute the depth to the groundwater table using the calibrations 
previously described. Maximum well depth is then used to determine if the well is sufficiently deep to 
access the aquifer. If the groundwater table drops below the maximum depth of the well, no irrigation 
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occurs on the accompanying plot of land unless a new well is drilled at a cost that is assumed to be 
$200/feet (plus $75/feet to lower the pump station). It is also assumed that each new well is drilled to a 
depth of 300 feet (the estimated bottom of the effective aquifer).  
 
Farm	  Management	  
In keeping with practice in the Diamond Valley, two crops, alfalfa and Timothy hay, are grown on an 11-
year rotation cycle. For reasons related to soil conservation and nutrient content, plots grow Timothy hay 
for four years, followed by seven years of alfalfa production, a schedule that all irrigators in the region 
appear to follow. Because the year of the rotation cycle at each farm is unknown, the model is initialized 
by randomly assigning each plot of land a starting point on this cycle (one of 11 possible years). The 
relationship between yield and irrigation is then made dependent on the plot-specific management skill. 
Given the lack of widespread metering in the Diamond Valley, estimation of the precise irrigation volume 
needed to reach full yield (5.5 tons/acre for both alfalfa and Timothy hay) is not possible. Most Diamond 
Valley irrigators currently operate under the assumption that approximately 4 acre feet per acre of 
irrigated land (including precipitation) is used to reach full yield, but DVPC data suggest that much of 
this water is lost to deep infiltration below the crop root zone (i.e., aquifer recharge). The DVPC has 
recently experimented with water-saving management practices, mostly focused on monitoring soil 
moisture during the application of irrigation water. Its irrigation monitoring data shows that irrigation can 
thereby be reduced by up to 25% (3 AF per acre) with no effect on yield.  
 
Under the current groundwater management regime, irrigators have rights that enable them to pump the 
equivalent of 4 AF per acre. Although the DVPC did not explicitly track the costs of improved 
management practices, it is likely that the primary reason for the lack of widespread adoption of similar 
water-saving practices in the valley, which should reduce pumping costs, is the cost of increased vigilance 
or irrigator effort. Improved management practices could become profitable if total water rights in the 
basin were reduced, and the value of groundwater increased. To represent this situation, improved 
management methods are assumed to increase total labor costs by 50%, a value based on conversations 
with local farmers and one that is larger than associated pumping costs. Not included in the cost estimate 
of improved management is the farmer’s investment of time to learn the new irrigation techniques. Given 
the need to change longstanding irrigation practices, it appears unlikely that this new labor-intensive 
approach would be adopted the instant it becomes profitable. Thus, the move to greater conservation is 
modeled as a gradual transition that affects an increasing proportion of the irrigation plots over time. Each 
year, an additional 2% of plots are randomly chosen to adopt the more efficient management methods. 
Once a plot adopts the more efficient management method, it continues to use that method until the end of 
the model simulation.  
 
Production	  Costs	  and	  Crop	  Prices	  
Alfalfa crops can be deficit irrigated, meaning irrigators can produce (reduced) yields when crops do not 
receive sufficient water to meet their full evapotranspiration needs over the course of a growing season. 
This effect is distinct from the improved management methods discussed above, and alfalfa is estimated 
to generate 80% of total yield with 70% of irrigation requirements (Doorenbos et al. 1979). However, 
irrigators in the Diamond Valley also have the option to fully irrigate a reduced area of their (circular) 
plot, as their variable costs (e.g. fertilizer, seed, insecticide, and so on) are proportionally reduced. 
Although reduced irrigation acreage would linearly reduce yields (70% of yield for 70% of the irrigation 
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requirements), the reduced variable costs make irrigating a smaller area a more profitable technique for 
managing water scarcity than deficit irrigation over the entire plot. Therefore, the total pumping at each 
well is assumed to be directly proportional to the total irrigated acreage, and yields, at that plot. Each plot 
incurs both variable and fixed costs (tables 2 and 3). Data obtained from the DVPC shows both alfalfa 
and Timothy hay yielding multiple cuttings per year, with different prices received at each cutting (Table 
4). In the model, each cutting is assumed to have the same irrigation needs, and the total generated 
revenue is equal to a weighted average of the different cutting prices. Given traditional management 
methods, Timothy hay generates an operating profit of $926 per acre and alfalfa generates an operating 
profit of $847 per acre. 
	  

Table	  2.	  Farm	  operating	  costs	  

Expense	   Alfalfa,	  traditional	  
mgmt.	  ($/acre)	  

Alfalfa	  improved	  
mgmt.	  ($/acre)	  

T.	  Hay	  traditional	  
mgmt.	  ($/acre)	  

T.	  Hay	  improved	  
mgmt.	  ($/acre)	  

Rodent	  control	   5	   5	   5	   5	  
Insecticide	   10	   10	   10	   10	  
Herbicide	   20	   20	   20	   20	  
Fertilizer	   100	   100	   350	   350	  
Seed	   12	   12	   12	   12	  
Hired	  labor	   83	   124	   83	   124	  
Operator	  labor	   48	   72	   48	   72	  
Accounting	  and	  legal	   4	   4	   4	   4	  
Fuel	  and	  lube	   35	   35	   35	   35	  
Maintenance	   50	   50	   50	   50	  
Utilities	   2	   2	   2	   2	  
Miscellaneous	   5	   5	   5	   5	  

Total	   374	   439	   624	   689	  

Source:	  Diamond	  Valley	  Producer’s	  Cooperative.	  
	  

Table	  3.	  Farm	  fixed	  costs	  

Expense	   Overhead	  costs	  ($/plot)	  

Liability	   1750	  
Office	  and	  travel	   750	  
Buildings,	  Insurance	  and	  	  	  Equipment	   2500	  
Land	   9500	  
Machinery	  and	  Vehicles	   4500	  

Total	   19000	  

Source:	  Diamond	  Valley	  Producer’s	  Cooperative.	  
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Table	  4.	  Crop	  prices	  

Crop	   Revenue	  ($/ton)	   Yield	  (Ton/acre)	  

Timothy	  hay	  –	  1st	  cutting	   300	   3.5	  
Timothy	  hay	  –	  2nd	  cutting	  	   250	   2	  
Alfalfa	  –	  1st	  cutting	   230	   1.7	  
Alfalfa	  –	  2nd	  cutting	   210	   2.2	  
Alfalfa	  –	  3rd	  cutting	   230	   1.6	  

Source:	  Diamond	  Valley	  Producer’s	  Cooperative.	  

 
Hydro-‐economic	  Model	  
Crop type, management practices, and pumping costs (a function of estimated depth to water table) are 
used to determine the operating profit, represented as: 
 

𝑂𝑃# = 𝑄#× 𝐴#
()*)+,-.,)

01.
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      (1) 

 
Where w = well index, w = 1, 2, 3 … nw; c = crop index, c = 1,2; m = management index, m = 1,2; y = 
simulation year, y = 1, 2, 3, … 30; OP = operating profit; Q = pumping (AF) ; R = total irrigation season 
precipitation (ft); A = total plot area (acre); z = maximum crop yield (ton/acre); P = crop price ($/ton); FY 
= irrigation volume required for full yield (AF); OC = operating costs ($/acre); L = pumping lift costs 
($/ft);  GW = water table level at start of irrigation season; k = intra-annual drawdown constant (ft/AF). 
 
The final term in (1) refers to operating profit generated from precipitation-induced crop yield, rather than 
irrigation. Precipitation during irrigation season (April–October) is responsible, on average, for 12.5%, or 
0.5 inches, of total water requirements. The k term refers to the relationship between pumping and intra-
annual drawdown of the local water table. 
 
Water table depth at the beginning of each timestep is estimated at each well such that 

𝐺𝑊#,7 = 𝐺𝑊#,7+A + 𝑑#×
:;+C;

D;
;EF +G1
H;∗>;∗JK+G1

        (2) 

Where d = annual drawdown constant (ft/ACFT); nw = total number of irrigation wells; I = infiltration 
(AF); SY = sustainable yield of the Diamond Valley aquifer (AF); ET = consumptive use of irrigated 
agriculture (AF/AC). 
 
The drawdown constant d at each well is calculated using historical drawdown rates at each of the four 
monitoring wells with long (>50 years) historical records. Specifically, at each well w, the drawdown rate 
dw is a proximity-weighted function of the drawdown rates at the nearest two long-term monitoring wells 
based on latitude, such that 
 

𝑑# = 	  𝑑A +
M;+MF
MN+MF

× 𝑑< − 𝑑A         (3) 
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Where d1 = drawdown rate at nearest monitoring well with a latitude greater than the latitude of well w; d2 
= drawdown rate at nearest monitoring well with a latitude less than the latitude of well w; X = well 
latitude. 
 
In each year, pumping volumes are allocated across all wells to maximize total operating profit from 
irrigation across all wells using the interior-point algorithm implemented in Matlab, subject to a number 
of constraints. The interior-point algorithm is an iterative maximization algorithm that handles 
constrained, non-linear systems of equations (Matlab 2016). Pumping is allocated across all wells to 
maximize total operating profit, such that 
 
𝑓 𝑄 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑂𝑃#

H;
#SA           (4) 

 
Total pumping in the basin is constrained subject to limits in the curtailment scenario, such that 

𝑄#,7
H;
#SA ≤ 	   𝑐7          (5) 

 
Where c = annual basin-wide pumping limits. 
 
The maximum annual pumping at each well is limited to the irrigation volume required for full yield at a 
plot, less the total irrigation season precipitation such that 
 
𝑄#,7 ≤ 𝐹𝑌X − 𝑅7          (6) 
Pumping is also subject to a non-negativity constraint, such that 
 
𝑄#,7 ≥ 0           (7) 
 
In scenarios that include water rights trading, the volumetric price of the groundwater right is equal to the 
in situ marginal net benefit (i.e., the value of water “in the ground”) of the least productive activity 
receiving an allocation of groundwater in the optimization model. This price is expected to equal the 
marginal net benefit value because this is the price that the “last” irrigator in the market would bid for the 
right while avoiding a monetary loss from irrigating. The marginal net benefit of a given use of water at a 
well is equal to the first derivative of operating profit, with respect to Qw, such that 
 

𝑀𝑁𝐵# = 𝐴#
()*)?@
01.

−	  𝑂𝐶X,` − 𝐿×(𝐺𝑊#,7 + 𝑘𝑄#)       (8) 

 
Water rights confer a pumping allocation on the basis of the volume of the water right, the priority of the 
right, the rights-to-shares conversion factor (when applicable), and the shares-to-allocation conversion 
factor (when applicable). The volume of groundwater assigned to each right is included in the water rights 
dataset (Appendix A). Each separate right parcel is assigned a priority on the basis of the date on which 
the right was granted; the most senior right is given a rank of 1, and the most junior right, a rank of nR, the 
total number of separate right parcels granted in the basin. The rights-to-shares conversion factor is a 
policy parameter used to represent how each water allocation is scaled as a function of the right’s priority 
number. The shares-to-allocation conversion factor is used to scale the total basin-wide allocation to the 
pumping limit in a given year, such that 
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𝑃𝐴bc = 𝑉bc𝑅𝑆fbH𝑆𝐴7          (9) 
 
Where rt = water right index, rt = 1, 2, 3…. nrt; prn = priority number, prn = 1, 2, 3 … nrt; PA = pumping 
allocation; V = water right volume; RS = rights-to-share conversion factor, 0 ≤ RS ≤ 1; SA = shares-to-
allocation conversion factor 
 
The number of shares in the basin remains constant throughout the course of the simulation. Each year, 
shares can be converted to pumping allocation on the basis of annual pumping limits, such that  
 
𝑆𝐴7 =

`@
ghi?Ghi

Dhi
hiEF

          (10) 

 
Allocations for each well are then aggregated by individual rights holder to determine a rights holder’s 
total pumping allocations in a given year, and they are compared to optimal pumping as calculated in 
equations 1–7. The difference between allocated pumping and actual pumping is restricted to zero in 
scenarios without trading, but otherwise it can be positive or negative, indicating water rights sales or 
purchases, such that 
 
𝑅𝑆𝑃j = 𝑃𝐴j − 𝑄j          (11) 
 
Where f  = right holder index, f = 1, 2, 3….nf; RSP = allocation sales/purchases, RSP > 0 denotes 
allocation sales and RSP < 0 denotes allocation purchases. The total sum of RSP across all parties equals 
zero, indicating trade is balanced. 
 
Total profit is aggregated at the rights-holder level and is equal to the irrigation operating profit across all 
rights holder wells plus rights sales (or less rights purchases), such that 
 

𝑁𝐵j = 𝑤𝑝×𝑅𝑆𝑃j + 𝑅#
j#Dm;
#Sj#F

        (12) 

 
Where fw = index of wells owned by right holder f; fw = fw1, fw2, fw3…..fwnsfw; NB = net benefit; wp = 
water prices as calculated in (8). 
 
Two additional constraints are applied to pumping at each well. If, in any year, depth to the water table at 
an individual well drops below the depth of that well, no pumping can occur at that well unless a new 
well is drilled. New wells are drilled only if the additional discounted value from irrigation at that well is 
greater than the costs to drill a new well to 300 feet, plus the costs to relocate the pump station, over an 
investment horizon of 20 years. The expected additional value of irrigation at that well is equal to the 
operating profit that could be generated through irrigation of the entire plot less the value of the water 
rights needed to achieve irrigation of that entire plot, such that 
 

𝑉𝑁𝑊# = 	  
>; ()*)+,-.,) +01. n×(op;,@q

rs;
N )q#f@

Aqtb uvwx@ 	  	  7q<y
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Where VNW = expected additional value of irrigation; EVY = evaluation year; dr = discount rate. 
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Wells must also be financially viable (i.e., profitable) for pumping to occur at them, and this consideration 
reflects both the marginal and fixed costs associated with irrigated activities. Optimal pumping at each 
well is determined on the basis of the marginal net benefits of irrigation, but the total profit from a given 
well must be large enough to cover the fixed costs of operating the plot of land associated with that well. 
The total profit at a well differs from the operating profit in that it must also account for the cost of 
purchasing additional rights necessary to pump at the desired level. Individual rights holders maximize 
their profit by applying their own pumping allocations to their wells that produce the highest marginal net 
benefit. Once all of a rights holder’s pumping allocations have been assigned to wells generating high 
marginal net benefits, the rights holder may purchase additional water rights/shares, and the total profit at 
the remaining wells includes the purchase price of additional pumping allocations, such that 
 

𝑃𝑅# = 𝑄#× 𝐴#
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Where PAw,f = remaining pumping allocation available at well w 
 
The fixed overhead costs are assumed to be $19,000 per 160 acre plot of land (Table 3). If the total profit 
at a well in a given year is not greater than the fixed costs, the irrigated activity is considered unprofitable, 
and no pumping occurs at that well in the next year. 
 
Modeling	  Scenarios	  
The Diamond Valley hydro-economic model is run under six scenarios that represent different potential 
groundwater management strategies: (A) no action, (B) sudden curtailment based on prior appropriation 
without trading, (C) sudden curtailment based on prior appropriation with trading, (D) gradual 
curtailments in overall pumping based on prior appropriation with trading, (E) gradual curtailments using 
a shares-based approach for junior rights holders (senior rights holders maintain the full value of their 
right), and (F) gradual curtailments using a shares-based scenario applied to all rights holders. Initial 
pumping in all scenarios is based on estimates of full irrigation on 200 plots (~3.5 AF/acre under average 
precipitation), or 87,500 AF/year basin-wide. 
 
Scenario	  A:	  No	  Action	  
Scenario A represents a policy in which no attempt is made to manage groundwater pumping in the 
Diamond Valley. This scenario is unlikely to occur in lieu of the current basin CMA designation, but it 
serves as a useful comparison for the different policy alternatives. Under this scenario, no curtailment 
occurs, and initial levels of pumping continue at each well until the depth to the water table reaches the 
bottom of the effective aquifer, which is assumed to be 300 feet. When the depth to the water table drops 
beyond 300 feet at a well, pumping at that well ceases. 
 
Scenario	  B:	  Sudden	  Curtailment	  without	  Trading	  
Scenario B assumes an initial level of 135,000 AF of rights and that pumping continues are current levels 
of 87,500 AF per year until curtailment occurs after 10 years.  This represents a status quo policy under 
the current basin CMA designation. Water rights are curtailed according to prior appropriation, beginning 
with the most junior rights and working backward in time until the total pumping rights are equal to the 
estimated perennial recharge (35,000 AF/year), which means that all groundwater rights granted in the 
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Diamond Valley since 1960 are canceled, leaving only 83 rights parcels (out of 401 current parcels) in 
use. No changes to management practices occur, and no trading of water rights occurs. Rights holders 
drill a new well at a plot when the benefits from additional irrigation at that plot are greater than the cost 
of drilling, yet are still bound by limits on the total allowed rate of extraction and rights thereof. 
 
Scenario	  C:	  Sudden	  Curtailment	  with	  Trading	  
In this scenario, initial rights are again assumed to be 135,000 AF, and rights are curtailed as in Scenario 
B (i.e., that is prior appropriation principles), but trading and division of individual parcels of water rights 
into smaller increments is permitted. A rights holder’s decision to drill a new well reflects this additional 
revenue that can be generated by selling the right. Instead of drilling when the cost of a new well is less 
than the benefits of additional irrigation, as in Scenario B, new wells are dug when the cost of a new well 
is less than the difference between expected revenue from irrigation and expected revenue from water 
rights trading. The ability to trade fractions of parcels also incentivizes a transition to improved 
management practices, as described above. 
 
Scenario	  D:	  Gradual	  Curtailment	  According	  to	  Prior	  Appropriation	  
As in all other scenarios, an initial level of 135,000 AF of rights are assumed, but this amount is 
immediately curtailed to the current pumping level of 87,500 AF according to prior appropriation (i.e. 
most junior rights are curtailed). In subsequent years, rights are further curtailed gradually via the 
principles of prior appropriation, at a rate of 3% per year, until net extraction is equal to the perennial 
recharge (35,000 AF/year). As in Scenario C, trading and division of water rights parcels into smaller 
increments is permitted, new wells can be drilled, and the ability to trade partial shares incentivizes a 
transition to improved management practices. 
 
Scenario	  E:	  Shares-‐based	  Trading	  with	  Gradual	  Curtailment	  and	  Protection	  for	  Senior	  Rights	  Holders	  
Initial rights are assumed to be 135,000 AF, with the 35,000 AF of most senior rights shielded from 
curtailment.  The remaining 100,000 AF are converted to shares on the basis of a linear function of the 
priority date of the rights, such that the most junior right is converted into shares equal to 70% of the total 
value of the right (in AF), and the most senior right is converted into shares equal to 100% of the total 
value of the right. The conversion to shares occurs once at the beginning of the simulation. At the 
beginning of each year, rights holders are granted tradeable pumping allocations in proportion to the 
number of shares held.  Initially, the 100,000 AF of junior rights that are converted to shares grant the 
shareholders a total of 52,500 AF of pumping allocations, which combined with the 35,000 AF of 
protected senior rights, are equal to the initial pumping estimates of 87,500 AF. The conversion ratio 
between shares and pumping allocations changes each year as a function of increasingly restrictive 
pumping limits. In this scenario, the shares-to-allocations ratio is reduced such that total pumping (from 
rights and shareholders) decreases by 3% each year until allocations are reduced to the sustainable 
pumping rate in the basin (35,000 AF). A reduction rate of 3% per year is in line with early discussions 
about potential reduction schedules for a shares-based approach. Senior rights not converted to shares are 
entitled to pumping allocations equal to the full value of the rights in each year (i.e., senior rights are not 
curtailed). When pumping allocations have been reduced to the sustainable pumping rate in the basin 
(35,000 AF) at the end of the 30-year curtailment period, shares convert to zero pumping allocations, and 
only senior rights remain. Although scenarios B, C, D, and E take different routes to sustainability, all end 
with identical distributions of water rights. 
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Scenario	  F:	  Shares-‐based	  Trading	  with	  Gradual	  Curtailment	  for	  All	  Rights	  Holders	  
All water rights, initially assumed to be 135,000 AF, are converted to shares. The rights-to-shares 
conversion ratio is a linear function of the priority date of the right, as in equation (9), with each AF of 
rights converting to a proportionally smaller number of shares as the priority date becomes more recent. 
Specifically, the most junior right is converted into shares equal to 70% of the total value of the right in 
AF, and the most senior right is converted into shares equal to 100% of the total value of the right in AF. 
All other rights convert to shares in a manner that scales linearly between 100% and 70%. A rights-to-
shares conversion in a simplified example with five rights parcels is included in Table 5. The conversion 
to shares occurs once at the beginning of the simulation. At the beginning of each year, rights holders are 
granted tradeable pumping allocations in proportion to the number of shares held. Initially, the shares-to-
allocation ratio is set to produce 87,500 AF of pumping allocations, corresponding to estimates of current 
pumping. The conversion ratio between shares and pumping allocations changes every year as a function 
of increasingly restrictive pumping limits. In Scenario F, the shares-to-allocations ratio decreases by 3% 
each year, until the total pumping allocations are reduced to the sustainable pumping rate in the basin 
(35,000 AF), a point reached after 30 years.  
 
Table	  5.	  Simplified	  example	  schedule	  of	  rights-‐to-‐shares	  conversion	  based	  on	  priority	  date	  of	  the	  right	  

Right	  priority	  date	   Rights	  volume	  (AF)	   Rights-‐to-‐shares	  
ratio	  

Total	  shares	  

January	  1,	  1955	   400	   1	   400	  
May	  4,	  1960	  	   250	   0.925	   231.25	  
June	  2,	  1968	   1280	   0.85	   1088	  
October	  3,	  1988	   440	   0.775	   341	  
February	  3,	  2013	   550	   0.7	   385	  

 
The net profits from irrigation, including the purchase and sale of groundwater rights (or shares-based 
allocations, when applicable), are calculated at each irrigation well in the model over a period of 30 years. 
Net profits are presented as a net present value over these 30 years, calculated at a 3% discount rate. 
 
Results	  and	  Discussion	  
 
Depth	  to	  Water	  Table	  
Changes in profits at individual plots are largely driven by three factors: depth to the groundwater table, 
management skill, and, if applicable, the price of water rights. Depth to the groundwater table affects 
pumping/lift costs, which are widely variable throughout the valley. Under a policy of no action, the 
depth to the water table continues to fall at historical rates until it reaches the effective bottom of the 
aquifer, assumed to be at 300 feet below ground level. Spatial variation in the current depth to the water 
table and the rate at which it declines cause this barrier to be reached at different times across the basin. 
Figure 6 shows the progression of this water table decline and its effect on productive irrigation wells in 
the basin.  
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Figure	  6.	  Depth	  to	  the	  water	  table	  in	  viable	  Diamond	  Valley	  irrigation	  wells,	  2016–2115	  

 
 
The disappearance of dots as you move from left to right in Figure 6 indicates the termination of viable 
pumping at a well as the water level drops to the floor of the aquifer. The water table declines steadily 
over the course of the simulation but remains above the bottom of the aquifer at all wells through 2065. 
Between 2065 and 2090, the water table reaches the bottom of the aquifer at a few wells in the basin, 
triggering overall pumping in the basin and a slowing of the rate of water table change. By 2115, the 
water table reaches the bottom of the aquifer in many locations across the basin, reducing pumping to 
near sustainable rates and stopping the decline of the water table in areas of the basin that have not yet 
reached the bottom of the aquifer.  
 
In the simulations, the water table remains above the bottom of the aquifer at some wells and not others 
because of differences in initial water table depth, local pumping rates, and the accompanying rate of 
water table change. The variation in initial levels was characterized using data from the four wells in the 
Diamond Valley with significant historical records (identified by the large red circles in Figure 4); this 
variation, moving from north to south, is depicted in Figure 7. The solid lines in Figure 7 correspond to a 
policy of no action, which continues the linear trend established by the historical observations, until the 
increasing number of dry wells reduces both pumping and the rate of water-level decline.  
 
The initial depth to the water table is lowest in the north and largest in the south, but the water table is 
falling fastest at wells 2 and 3, which are located in the central part of the valley, along with the majority 
of the valley’s irrigation wells. The water table continues to fall at the historical trend until it reaches the 
bottom of the aquifer, which occurs first at Well 3. As the water table approaches the bottom of the 
aquifer in nearby wells, overall pumping in the basin is reduced, and the water table’s rate of change 
slows. The water table eventually reaches the bottom of the aquifer (300 feet below the surface) in wells 2 
and 3, indicating little or no availability of water at nearby wells. This lack of water availability 
corresponds to observations in Figure 6, where aquifer depletion has led to dry wells in the middle of the 
valley, leaving only the southernmost and northernmost wells viable.  
 
A number of assumptions are implicit in these estimates, and the results are subject to significant 
uncertainty. Perhaps most importantly, as water levels approach the assumed bottom of the aquifer, it is 
unlikely that the historical relationships between pumping and water table depths would continue to hold 
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as specified in the models. A more detailed, physical model of groundwater behavior is both beyond the 
scope of this work and the availability of data in the Diamond Valley. 
 
Figure	  7.	  Observed	  and	  estimated	  changes	  in	  the	  average	  depth	  to	  groundwater	  at	  the	  4	  historical	  
observation	  wells	  under	  three	  policy	  scenarios	  and	  a	  “no	  action’	  scenario,”	  1997–2117	  

 

 

The policy options considered in this report bring pumping down to sustainable levels and stabilize the 
water table long before it reaches the bottom of the aquifer. In the sudden curtailment scenario, the water 
table follows the same path as the no-action scenario for 10 years until rights are curtailed and the water 
table immediately stabilizes. In the gradual curtailment scenario, the water table is stabilized over a longer 
period of time. Pumping reductions begin to occur in the second year of the simulation, so the water table 
levels in the gradual reduction scenarios are always higher than those in the no-action scenario. When 
overall pumping reductions are enacted at a rate of 3% per year, gradual curtailment takes considerably 
longer (roughly 30 years) to reach sustainable pumping levels than under sudden curtailment scenarios (in 
which curtailment occurs immediately after 10 years). This more gradual curtailment leads to a greater 
overall pumping volume and water table levels stabilizing at a lower level (as shown in Figure 7). 
However, when the gradual curtailment schedule is changed such that pumping reductions are 
implemented at a faster rate of 6% per year, sustainable pumping rates are achieved earlier, and the water 
table stabilizes at higher levels. 
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Rights-‐holder	  Benefits	  
Included in calculations of benefits to rights holders are the operating profits from output at their farms 
(less the purchase cost of any water rights/pumping allocations needed for irrigation) and revenue from 
the sale of any unused water rights or pumping allocations. The model does not estimate the costs of 
bankruptcies, monitoring costs, and any legal challenges associated with specific policies, nor does it 
estimate the benefits of increased organization and liquidity in the local water rights market. The effects 
of each groundwater management policy are evaluated at each individual well and then aggregated into 
three groups: 
 

•   Senior only—All rights owned by these farms are senior rights (pre-May 1960). Only 9 farms 
were identified as having exclusively senior rights. 

•   Mixed—These farms own both senior and junior rights (post-May 1960). Seventeen farms were 
identified as having a mix of both junior and senior rights. 

•   Junior only—All rights owned by these farms are junior rights (post-May 1960). Forty farms, 
representing a majority of the irrigators in the Diamond Valley, were identified as having 
exclusively junior rights. 

 
Net benefits in all six scenarios are evaluated over a 30-year period and aggregated using a 3% discount 
rate. The net present value (NPV) of benefits over this time period provides a comparable economic 
measure of policy options for an intermediate time period (between the short and the long run). The 30-
year period allows the system to reach equilibrium after curtailment has been achieved in all scenarios, 
and long-run considerations can be captured by measurements of the water table and viable wells once 
this equilibrium has been reached. In the no-action scenario (Scenario A), a total of $397.5 million in 
NPV is generated across the Diamond Valley: senior rights holders generate $27.5 million over a 30-year 
period (2016–2045), mixed rights holders generate $191.1 million, and junior rights holders generate 
$178.9 million (Figure 8). Total agricultural yield under each scenario is summarized by crop in Table 6. 
In Scenario B, all junior rights are curtailed through prior appropriation after 10 years, and no trading is 
permitted. This policy, which is assumed to be the management policy that the State Engineer will follow 
in the Diamond Valley, results in a 38% reduction in NPV from the no-action scenario, to $244.7 million. 
Those with only senior rights increase their NPV by 2%, to $28.1 million. Senior rights are not curtailed, 
and their holders benefit from lower pumping costs due to stabilization of the water table at a higher level. 
Those with mixed rights generate $139.2 million in NPV, a loss of 27% compared with NPV in the no-
action scenario (Scenario A), and those with only junior rights generate $78.8 million, a loss of 55%. All 
the benefits generated by junior rights holders in Scenario B occur in the first 10 years of the simulation, 
after which junior rights are curtailed, as shown in Figure 9.  It is important to note that the operating 
profit profiles in Figure 9 are similar in shape to those that would describe groundwater pumping over 
time, as well as the relative amount of pumping done by each group of rights holders. 
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Figure	  8.	  Total	  net	  benefits	  accruing	  to	  junior,	  senior,	  and	  mixed	  rights	  holders	  under	  different	  GMPs	  
and	  groundwater	  levels	  at	  the	  end	  of	  each	  30-‐year	  simulation	  (2016–2045)	  

 

Figure	  9.	  Operating	  profit	  by	  year	  for	  each	  scenario	  over	  a	  30-‐year	  period	  (2016–2045)	  
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In Scenario C, the introduction of allocation trading after curtailment through prior appropriation leads to 
an 11% increase in NPV (to $271.4 million) as compared with NPV in Scenario B; all three groups of 
rights holders generate increased net benefits (Figure 8). This result is intuitive, given that trades occur 
only after establishment of a rights price that is both greater than the marginal net benefit the seller would 
realize from use of the right and less than the marginal net benefit obtained by the purchaser of the right.  
 
The Diamond Valley hydro-economic model solves for one market price in each year of the simulation—
a price set at a value that produces an equal number of allocations for sale and allocations desired (the 
market-clearing price). Often, trades are between irrigators experiencing large differences in the depth to 
groundwater at their wells, such that the difference in lift costs leads to appreciable heterogeneity in 
marginal net benefits produced at each plot. Junior rights holders, who are now able to continue to irrigate 
after curtailment by purchasing senior rights, generate $84.3 million in NPV, an increase of 7% in NPV 
relative to Scenario B. In Scenario C, nearly all the increase in benefits for junior rights holders are 
generated in the first 10 years (2016–2025) (Figure 9c). Although junior rights holders can purchase 
rights on the market, the increase in NPV for this group is attributable to the few who are able to meet the 
fixed operating costs at their plot when faced with the additional costs of purchasing rights. Mixed rights 
holders see their net benefits increase to $152.2 million, a 9% jump relative to Scenario B. Even though 
senior rights holders are not directly constrained by rights curtailment, they are also able to increase net 
benefits to $34.9 million, a 25% jump, by selling some of their rights to junior rights holders who own 
land with lower pumping costs (i.e., higher water levels). Figure 9c shows the effect of trading on senior 
rights holders as their annual net benefits increase after the curtailment occurs in year 10. 
 
In Scenario D, junior rights are gradually curtailed under prior appropriation principles using pumping 
reductions that accrue at a gradual rate of 3% per year. This curtailment period is much longer than that in 
scenarios B and C. The gradual curtailment puts total NPV accruing in the valley at $303.5 million, a 
12% increase relative to NPV in Scenario C. This increase is essentially attributable to the larger overall 
pumping volume allowed through the more gradual curtailment in Scenario D. Rights are curtailed 
according to the principles of prior appropriation, so that the most junior rights are curtailed first. This 
gradual curtailment occurs until pumping achieves the assumed perennial yield (35,000 AF/year), leaving 
active only the same senior rights that remained after curtailment in scenarios B and C. In Scenario D, 
senior rights holders increase their NPV to $41.1 million, an increase of 18% relative to NPV in Scenario 
C. This increase is due to the expanded opportunity for trading that results from a longer time period over 
which senior rights holders can sell their rights. Mixed rights holders also gain from the gradual 
curtailment approach, generating an NPV of $173.7 million, an increase of 14% relative to NPV in 
Scenario C. Junior rights holders see an increase in NPV of 5%, to $88.7 million, for the same reason.  
 
To isolate the effect that prior appropriation has on junior rights holders under a gradual curtailment 
schedule, Scenario E makes use of an allocation scheme that applies a shares-based approach, rather than 
prior appropriation, to all junior rights. Senior rights are exempt from this conversion and maintain their 
full value for the entirety of the simulation. Meanwhile, all of the junior rights that end up being curtailed 
in Scenario D are converted to shares on the basis of their priority date. The junior right with the oldest 
priority date converts into a number of shares equal to 100% of the right’s value, and the junior right with 
the most recent priority date converts into a number of shares equal to 70% of the right’s value. The 
remainder of the junior rights convert to shares at a ratio that varies linearly on the basis of their priority 
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date. Each year, these shares convert into a smaller volume of pumping allocations, so that overall 
pumping is reduced by 3% per year, similar to the curtailment schedule under prior appropriation in 
Scenario D.  
 
Scenario E produces a total NPV of $309 million, which represents an increase of 1.7% compared with 
NPV in Scenario D, an increase that can be attributed to the institutional change from prior appropriation 
to a shares-based approach, which allows some junior rights holders with lower costs (mostly due to 
holding land with a higher water table) to stay in production for a longer period. Those holding mixed 
rights generate an NPV of $176.6 million in this scenario, a 1.7% increase from Scenario D. Junior rights 
holders generate $90.9 million in net benefits, an increase of 2.5%. Senior rights holders, whose rights are 
fully maintained throughout, see no difference in their NPV under scenarios D and E. 
 
In Scenario F, protections for senior rights holders are removed and all rights, junior and senior, are 
converted into shares. Like Scenario E, the most senior right converts into shares equal to 100% of the 
value of the right (in AF), whereas the most junior right converts into shares equal to 70% of the value of 
the right; all the shares in between convert linearly on the basis of their the priority date. The shares are 
then converted into pumping allocations, which are reduced across the board by 3% each year. This 
shares-based policy redistributes some of the right to pump away from senior rights holders and to junior 
rights holders, some of whom can put the water to more efficient use (again, mostly by virtue of having a 
lower depth to groundwater in their wells). This redistribution generates a total NPV of $310.1 million, 
representing a very small (0.43%) increase in NPV across the valley as compared to the shares-based 
policy with protection for senior rights holders (Scenario E). Although the change in NPV is relatively 
small, the distributional effect of Scenario F is significant. Junior right holders generate $130.7 million in 
NPV, an increase of 43% compared with NPV in Scenario E and roughly the same in Scenario D. In 
contrast, mixed right holders now generate $156.1 million, a 12% drop relative to NPV in Scenario E. 
Senior right holders experience even bigger losses, generating $23.7 million in NPV, a drop of 42% 
relative to NPV in scenarios D and E. 
 
Table	  6.	  Yield	  by	  crop	  for	  each	  scenario	  

Scenario	   Timothy	  Hay,	  
average	  
(tons)	  

Timothy	  Hay,	  
maximum	  
year	  (tons)	  

Timothy	  
Hay,	  
minimum	  
year	  (tons)	  

Alfalfa,	  
average	  
(tons)	  

Alfalfa,	  
maximum	  
year	  
(tons)	  

Alfalfa,	  
minimum	  
year	  
(tons)	  

A	   51,872	   69,953	   34,719	   92,022	   109,660	   73,734	  
B	  	   37,616	   69,953	   22,516	   51,164	   109,660	   14,953	  
C	   37,616	   69,953	   22,516	   51,164	   109,660	   14,953	  
D	   37,426	   69,953	   19,422	   54,219	   92,790	   25,423	  
E	   39,517	   69,953	   21,484	   52,230	   88,690	   26,273	  
F	   40,232	   69,953	   21.941	   51,551	   88,690	   28,130	  

 

The small increase in total net benefits observed in the move from Scenario D to scenarios E and F is due 
to a modest change in the ability of junior rights holders to meet the fixed costs of farming. With their 
rights curtailed in scenarios B, C, and D, junior rights holders are at an economic disadvantage when 
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competing against senior rights holders. The costs of production rise for junior rights holders, who must 
purchase water rights/shares to continue irrigating after their original rights have been curtailed. They 
therefore find it more difficult to generate sufficient operating profit to cover their fixed costs (Table 2), 
even on land that would otherwise produce higher marginal net benefits (mostly by virtue of a smaller 
depth to groundwater) relative to other locations in the basin. If fixed costs cannot be met at a particular 
location, production ceases, pushing farming activity to the plots where the marginal value of production 
is lower, but where irrigators hold more water rights or allocations. Figure 10 illustrates this effect by 
comparing the total number of plots in production in Scenario C (Figure 10a) with the total number of 
wells in production in Scenario F (Figure 10b) in the 30 years of the projection. The model shows more 
plots under irrigation over the entire basin in the longer run when a shares-based policy (Figure 10b) is 
used. This result is largely driven by the substantially higher number of plots owned by junior rights 
holders that remaining profitable.  
 
Figure	  10.	  Total	  wells	  producing	  irrigation	  water,	  by	  irrigator	  type	  under	  (a)	  a	  policy	  of	  sudden	  
curtailment	  (Scenario	  C)	  and	  (b)	  gradual	  reduction	  under	  a	  policy	  of	  shares-‐based	  trading	  (Scenario	  F)	  
(2016–2045)	  

 

 

Accelerated	  Curtailment	  Schedule	  
The net benefits derived from the gradual curtailment scenarios (D, E, and F) are highly dependent on the 
rate at which curtailment occurs. The results presented thus far assume an annual reduction in pumping of 
3% per year. However, when this rate is doubled to 6% per year, the benefits from alternative institutional 
arrangements to sudden curtailment are negated. Relative to the 3% per year gradual curtailment, in 
Scenario D, the total NPV drops from $303.5 million to $246 million (19% decrease). This loss is mainly 
felt by mixed rights holders, who generate only $153.5 million (a drop of 12% in NPV) and junior rights 
holders, who generate $51.8 million (a drop of 42%). In Scenario E, the total NPV generated by an 
accelerated curtailment schedule drops by 19% to $250.1 million. Again, the biggest net benefit losses are 
felt by mixed rights holders, who generate $155.4 million (a 12% drop in NPV) and junior rights holders, 
who generate $53.6 million (a 41% drop). Scenario F generates a total of $254.4 million in NPV, a drop 
of 18% compared to NPV in a scenario involving the 3% per year curtailment schedule. In Scenario F, the 
losses are more evenly distributed among senior rights holders ($19.1 million in NPV, a 19% drop), 
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mixed rights holders ($129.5 million, a 17% drop), and junior rights holders ($105.7 million, a 19% 
drop). 
 
Alternative	  Baseline	  for	  Regional	  Water	  Use	  	  
Irrigators in the Diamond Valley were initially granted rights of 640 AF for each 160 acre plot of land, 
reflecting the consumptive use of the most common irrigation method of the time, flood irrigation. In 
recent years, however, nearly the entire basin has converted to pivot irrigation, which maintains the yields 
generated through flood irrigation but with significantly less consumptive use. Instead of 4 AF per acre 
across an entire plot, pivot irrigation is estimated to use 3.5 AF per acre across a smaller (125-acre), 
circular patch of irrigated area that can be reached by the pivot irrigation system. Presuming that these 
estimates of behavior apply to all plots in the region, irrigators currently use 32% less irrigation water on 
their fields than they did when many of their rights were granted. Consequently, it is quite possible that 
many irrigators in the Diamond Valley currently use less than their full water right. It has been proposed 
that the State Engineer could use this possibility as a rationale for reducing the baseline level of rights on 
which curtailment decisions would be made, in this case, by as much as 32% to roughly 88,000 AF, 
which is more in line with estimates of current annual pumping. In effect, the State Engineer would 
recognize only water rights that are currently being applied in the Diamond Valley, allowing more junior 
rights holders to maintain their water right after curtailment.  
 
In scenarios A (no action) and F (conversion to shares for all rights), across-the-board cuts to water rights 
would have no effect on the net benefits that are generated by each rights holder. However, in scenarios 
B, C, D, and E, in which curtailment or conversion to shares is applied only to designated junior rights 
(those rights with priority dates after the 35,000 AF threshold), such cuts would reallocate NPV from 
those originally defined as senior rights holders to those originally defined as junior rights holders. 
Effectively, these cuts push the priority date that serves as the distinction between junior rights holders 
and senior rights holders to a date later than May 1960, but the original definitions of junior and senior 
rights holders are maintained here to allow for cross-scenario comparisons. When cuts are made in 
Scenario B, senior rights holders generate the same NPV as they did in Scenario B with no cuts, because 
Scenario B does not allow trading, and all cuts are made to rights that were originally unused by senior 
rights holders. Overall, NPV increases by 5%, with nearly all of the benefits being realized by junior 
rights holders, who increase their NPV by 14% (from $78.8 million to $90.2 million) due to establishment 
of the lower baseline level of rights.  
 
In Scenario C (sudden curtailment with trading), overall NPV increases by 1%, to $273.6 million, but 
senior rights holders and mixed rights holders generate lower NPV because the cuts to their unused rights 
take away revenue they could have generated by selling those rights. Senior rights holders experience a 
19% NPV decline (to $28.2 million) and mixed right holders experience a 7% NPV decline (to $142.2 
million). Junior rights holders, on the other hand, increase their NPV by 22%, to $103.2 million, due to 
the additional rights generated by the cuts to unused rights. The same pattern holds in scenarios D and E, 
in which the valley experiences overall NPV gains of 1.1% and 0.6%, respectively, but NPV losses 
among senior rights holders and mixed right holders. The latter experience losses of 7% (to $161.5 
million) in Scenario D and 8% (to $162.7 million) in Scenario E. In scenarios D and E, senior rights 
holders generate $29.5 million, or a loss of 28% compared to those scenarios with no rights cuts. Junior 
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rights holders generate $116.1 million in Scenario D (an increase of 30%) and $118.6 million in Scenario 
E (an increase of 30%). 
 
This scenario likely assumes that the State Engineer would use the claim that rights holders are not 
making “beneficial use” of their entire water right as a justification for lowering the baseline level of 
rights on which curtailments decisions would be made. It is likely that senior rights holders, in particular, 
would view this action as an expropriation of rights. Invoking the beneficial use mechanism as a means of 
justifying expropriation is uncommon in the western United States, and it would be made even more 
difficult by the lack of monitoring records that could be used to establish exactly how much water the 
valley’s rights holders have been pumping. 
 
Distributional	  Effects	  of	  the	  Shares	  Conversion	  
Differences in the rate of curtailment have the largest effect on the regional levels of NPV generated 
among the scenarios modeled here. Once differences in this curtailment rate are accounted for, a 
conversion from prior appropriation to shares has a relatively small effect on the total NPV generated by 
rights holders. However, the conversion to a shares-based policy can have substantial distributional 
effects, primarily by making junior water rights more valuable than they would have been under a 
curtailment system guided by prior appropriation. The redistribution of pumping allocations to junior 
rights holders keeps a greater number of farming plots financially viable. More numerous financially 
viable operations may have positive effects on the Diamond Valley community as a whole, although a 
quantification of these effects is beyond the scope of this analysis.  
 
The redistribution of net benefits does come at the expense of senior rights holders, who see significantly 
reduced NPV under a shares-based policy relative to the prior appropriation-based status quo. The precise 
balance of distributional changes would depend on how the conversion between rights and shares is 
weighted by the priority existing rights. The results presented in Scenario F assume, for the purposes of 
illustration, that as part of the conversion to shares, each AF of the most junior water right would be 
worth 70% of the shares assigned to each AF of the most senior right. This conversion factor represents 
only one conception of such a conversion policy decision. For example, if all rights in Scenario F were 
converted to equal shares regardless of seniority (i.e., if no weight were applied to seniority in the rights-
to-shares ratio), senior rights holders would generate only $21.1 million in NPV, a 11% decline from the 
original Scenario F in which the rights-to-shares ratio for the most junior water right is 70% of the value 
of the most senior water right. Mixed and junior rights holders, respectively, would generate $157.4 
million (an 0.8% increase over the original Scenario F) and $133.8 million (a 2.5% increase). For the 
basin as a whole, this alternative conversion policy in Scenario F generates $312.2 million, representing a 
0.6% increase over the original Scenario F. At the other extreme for such a policy, the most junior right 
could be fully discounted to zero, with progressively more senior rights increasing to a rights-to-shares 
conversion ratio of 1.0 for the most senior right. Under these conditions, the basin as a whole would 
generate $307.8 million in net benefits, a 0.7% decline compared to the original Scenario F (when the 
junior-most right is given a rights-to-shares conversion factor of 70%). Senior rights holders would 
generate $31.2 million in NPV, a 32% increase over NPV in the original Scenario F. Mixed right holders 
would generate $166.1 million in NPV, a 6% increase from NPV in the original Scenario F, while junior 
rights holders generate $110.4 million in NPV, a 16% decrease from the original parameters used in 
Scenario F.  
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This wide envelope of potential distributions underscores the fact that a shift to a shares-based 
groundwater management policy may marginally increase the NPV accruing to irrigators operating in a 
constrained system, but it has more significant implications for redistribution across groups of rights 
holders. In addition, the degree and timing of curtailment are at the discretion of the Nevada State 
Engineer; both of these parameters could deviate from the assumptions made here. And, although a goal 
of reducing pumping to perennial recharge levels is perhaps ideal from a resource sustainability 
perspective, water withdrawals have been allowed to exceed sustainable levels in some regions. Similarly, 
in some cases in which sustainable pumping limits have been mandated by regulators, the period of 
implementation over which these limits have been imposed have been quite lengthy. As such, the 
scenarios analyzed here should be considered illustrative. In fact, the latitude that regulators have in 
setting both pumping limits and curtailment schedules underscores the importance of considering a wide 
range of potential scenarios when analyzing potential regulatory actions.  
 
CONCLUSIONS	  
A hydro-economic model of the Diamond Valley was developed to evaluate the economic implications of 
different groundwater management policies to bring pumping into line with sustainable levels for the 
region. The model simulates changes in the groundwater level over time and the implications for optimal 
crop production under different institutional arrangements that limit water pumping. This analysis 
includes an evaluation of the implications of implementing a policy to convert water rights into tradable 
“shares” and compares this policy with a prior-appropriation-based approach under several curtailment 
schedules.  
 
A no-action scenario in the Diamond Valley, one in which groundwater pumping continues apace, will 
eventually result in near depletion of the aquifer (albeit over a long time horizon) and is unlikely to be a 
legally tenable alternative. The regulatory default assumed here involves the sudden curtailment of all 
junior water rights after 10 years (and no trading of rights). Such a situation results in a reduction in 30-
year NPV of 38%, relative to a no-action scenario, but also in a higher and more stable aquifer level. 
Alternative policy scenarios were evaluated on the basis of their ability to increase basin-wide NPV 
relative to the regulatory default scenario. When rights trading is allowed following a sudden curtailment 
based on prior appropriation, basin-wide NPV increases by 11%. As expected, rights-based trading does 
generate economic value, but this value is somewhat muted in the Diamond Valley because of the relative 
homogeneity of regional agricultural activities. The pure gains from trade would likely be higher in 
regions with more heterogeneous production and greater opportunity for changes in cropping that would 
be incentivized by the higher value of water rights.  
 
By moving from a policy of sudden curtailment of pumping after 10 years to gradual curtailment (at a rate 
of 3% per year), total net benefits increase by another 12%. This analysis included two scenarios that, 
either partially or completely, relax the constraints presented by prior appropriation and instead convert 
water rights to shares whose value is reflective of the seniority of the right. In the first of these scenarios, 
senior rights (those that would not be curtailed under prior appropriation) were protected and maintained 
their full value over the entirety of the simulation, such that the shares-based allocation approach applied 
only to the junior rights that were subject to curtailment. Compared with the scenario in which junior 
rights were curtailed on the basis of prior appropriation, this scenario generated an increase in NPV of 
1.7%. When the shares-based approach was applied to all water rights (no protection for senior rights 
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holders), there was a further increase in regional NPV of 0.43% relative to a scenario involving prior 
appropriation and a similar curtailment schedule.  
 
The small increase in NPV attributable solely to a conversion from prior appropriation to a shares-based 
approach occurs because junior rights holders who own plots that can be irrigated at lower cost retain 
more of their pumping allocations under a shares-based approach. Although this effect is relatively 
modest, a shares-based trading approach does lead to a redistribution of NPV across rights holder groups 
and a larger number of plots (and active farms) remaining viable across the Diamond Valley. Quantifying 
the less obvious benefits accruing as a result of an increased number of productive Diamond Valley farms 
is beyond the scope of this analysis, but it appears reasonable to expect that such benefits could contribute 
to increased economic vitality in the Diamond Valley. However, this advantage for junior rights holders 
comes at the expense of senior rights holders, whose net benefits decrease under a shares-based policy, an 
effect that runs counter to the intent of prior appropriation doctrine. This effect could lead to legal action 
on the part of senior rights holders, the consequences of which could be weighed against the potential 
positive effects of more active farms in the region. Many of the tangential effects, such as legal costs, 
establishment of robust and transparent rights registrars, or institutions that could allow for more frequent 
trading, are not captured in this analysis. 
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